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Arsalan 

"Mughlai and Chinese Delicacies"

Arsalan serves delicious Indian, Mughlai and Chinese food. It has

wonderful interiors and the staffs provide professional and timely service.

They also take catering orders for any of your occasions. Whether you

have a wedding, a corporate event or a party, all your needs are met.

There branches are spread across Kolkata in Park Street, Circus Avenue,

Ripon Street, Shyambazar and Diamond Harbour Road. This restaurant

was established in the year 2002 and since then it has become one of the

favorite among food lovers. Fish Reshmi Kebab, Mutton Tikka Kebab,

Chicken Do Pyaza are some of the items from its menu.

 +91 33 2284 8556  www.arsalanrestaurants.c

om/

 info@arsalanrestaurants.co

m

 191 Park Street, Marina

Garden Court, Kolkata
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Peshawari 

"From the Tandoor"

If you are looking for finger-licking good Indian cuisine, Peshawari is an

absolute must-visit. Situated within the ITC Sonar, this restaurant offers

specialties from North India, especially of the Tandoor or Indian barbecue

variety. The best way to eat here is, of course, with your fingers and the

restaurant provides aprons so that everyone is comfortable eating in this

natural way.

 +91 33 2345 4545  www.itchotels.in/hotels/ko

lkata/itcsonar/dining/pesh

awri.html

 itcsonarbangla@itcwelcom

group.in

 JBS Haldane Avenue, ITC

Sonar, Kolkata
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Dum Pukht 

"A Flavorful Experience"

'Dum Pukht' is actually a reference to a traditional Indian method where

ingredients are allowed to cook in a sealed vessel, usually for a long

period of time. Food cooked in this manner tends to be extremely tasty

and full of flavors. Serving you such specialties from the Awadhi and

Luckhnawi cuisines, Dum Pukht is sure to be one great culinary treat! The

plush and elegant decor gels well with food and truly elevate the dining

experience here.

 +91 33 2345 4545  www.itchotels.in/hotels/ko

lkata/itcsonar/dining/dum-

pukht.html

 itcsonarbangla@itcwelcom

group.in

 JBS Haldane Avenue, ITC

Sonar, Kolkata
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Banana Leaf 

"South Indian Food in Kolkata"

Banana Leaf is one of the most renowned restaurants serving South

Indian food in Kolkata. Some of its items include Rice Idly, Cheese Onion

Uttapam, Cheese Rava Dosa and Paper Butter Dosa. The most unique

thing about this restaurant is that it lives up to its name. All the dishes are

served on the banana leaf that gives all its customers a typical South

Indian feel. Banana leaf has won a number of awards for the quality of

food it serves.

 +91 33 2464 1960  www.bananaleaf.in/  info@bananaleaf.in  73 & 75 Rash Behari Avenue,

Opposite BATA Shop, Lake

Market Area, Kolkata
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Punjabee Rasoi 

"Authentic Punjabi Flavor in Kolkata"

Punjabee Rasoi is one of the favorite restaurants in the Kasba area of

Kolkata. Their signature item is Mutton Adrak Ke Punje and also the best

selling one. Their Mutton Saag and Paneer Pulao has a very unique taste

that cannot be found anywhere. The menu is slightly expensive, so it is a

nice place to come once in a while. Customers are never disappointed

with the quality and the quantity served. Their service is fast and efficient.

All the staff is friendly. Those looking out to have some authentic Punjabi

food should definitely come to this restaurant.

 +91 9831035662  196 Chakraborty Para Road, Rajdanga, Near Overhead

Water Tank, Kasba, Kolkata
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